Real photo books in the test – noble presentation by layflat binding

Photo books are more than just the modern photo album. For photographers in particular, they are also a medium for presenting their own work. But which provider also presents their own work the way the photographer wants it to be. We ordered ten real photo books with layflat bindings and took a closer look at the differences between the individual providers.

Lens test

Nikon’s mirrorless full-frame already has a large lens portfolio, but until now macro lenses were missing. The manufacturer has now brought these onto the market. We test what the lenses can do on the high-resolution Nikon Z 7 II.

Intelligent color editing in Photoshop

Many image editors rely on well-established procedures for standards like color editing. But with the latest updates, Photoshop has added many intelligent functions that can make life a lot easier. In several practical workshops we show how.

Audiovision

Present photos like a pro. As an audiovisual show, images become perceptible and tangible for viewers. In the family circle, in the photo club or in the association the heart topic becomes alive - for example the last Baltic Sea journey, the nature protection in the Eifel or the wine cultivation at the Rhine. Whether alone or in a team, our comprehensive workshop provides sound instructions on how to tackle such a project. We guide you step by step through the initial hurdles of the Wings 7 AV program.